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Dive Deep with the MESS Hall this Summer

The Pensacola MESS Hall presents special programs every weekday this summer. On Math

Mondays, visitors will solve puzzles and make mathematical art. Slime Tuesdays will feature

different slime recipes each week. Building Wednesday will challenge visitors to build different

things using Legos and other materials. Visitors will discover the colorful world of chemistry on

Chemistry Thursday. On Robotics and Coding Friday, visitors will program robots and even each

other. Activities will vary each week and will be led by our teen Visitor Experience Volunteers. All

activities will be from 1 - 4 PM and are included with admission. They are appropriate for ages

6+.

In addition to the special activities, visitors will explore the many exhibits and mess kits. The

exhibits have been updated for the summer. A gentle tap on the air cannon will set the shimmer

wall sparkling. On the Coyote and Rabbit track, a ball traveling further can reach the end of the

track quicker. A revamped puzzles area and a new games station challenge visitors with more

activities. Visitors can explore reflection, refraction, and more at a new light station. The Duck In

Kaleidoscope has been transformed into a changing experience of light and color.
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Summer hours at the MESS Hall begin Tuesday, May 28. Hours are Monday - Saturday, 10 AM

- 5 PM, and Sunday 1 PM - 5 PM. Admission is $15 per person for everyone ages 3 and up.

ABOUT THE PENSACOLA MESS HALL

Founded in 2012 and located at 418 E. Wright St in Downtown Pensacola, the Pensacola MESS
Hall is not a typical science museum. It’s all hands-on science. Visitors enjoy exploring math,
engineering, science, and stuff with an ever-changing menu of mess kits, activities and exhibits.
For more information about the MESS Hall, visit pensacolamesshall.org.
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